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Whether we develop a bin, rethink
the modular kitchen, or create a furniture

line, we measure the quality of our products
on their ability to stand the test of time.
A recipe we have followed since 1939.

KASPER EGELUND,  CEO AND 3RD GENERATION VIPP OWNER

CONGRATULATIONS ON YOUR NEW  

VIPP OPEN-AIR SOFA TABLE END



WARRANTY

Vipp offers warranty on products according to national laws and regulations. The warranty does not cover defects or damage 

caused directly or indirectly by misuse or poor maintenance, violence or manipulation. The warranty presupposes rightful use as 

described in Vipp’s care instructions, which can be found in this folder or under the specifications of each product at vipp.com. 

In case of a defective product, please contact your place of purchase.

The Open-Air sofa is also available with both a left- and right-oriented open end with an 

integrated side table in teak lamellas. Made in aluminium the sofa frame is able to resist 

outdoor conditions by preventing rust and miscolouring.

Materials

Powder-coated aluminium with outdoor coating, plastic glider, teak wood, outdoor fabric, 

outdoor foam with wadding and outdoor inner cover, washable synthetic belts, polyrattan.

We recommend caring for the sofa to ensure its long-lasting appeal and appearance. 

Upholstery

Vacuum clean with low suction to preserve the fabric’s colour and appearance.

Vacuum clean carefully and always brush in the direction of the pile and not against it.

Avoid using any type of hard floor brush when vacuuming.

Avoid exposing the upholstery to sharp objects.

Avoid pulling or cutting loose threads. Push them back into the fabric with a blunt object.

Use lukewarm water on a terry cloth, optionally with a mild neutral cleaning agent added.

Test on a less visible spot before applying a cleaning agent.

Use only small quantities of cleaning agent at a time and dry up with absorbent paper.

Avoid rubbing the fabric or the stain. Avoid using air fresheners, as this can cause a chemi-

cal reaction on the fabric.

Teak wood

Teak will over time patina as it weathers.

Use a brush to remove any built-up dirt from the surfaces. Make sure to follow the natural 

grain direction to avoid scratches. Carefully dampen the teak surfaces with clean water 

and a lint-free cleaning cloth. Use a teak cleaner and evenly wash all surfaces with a soft 

cloth. Follow the instructions of the teak cleaner before cleaning it; use a sponge in the grain 

direction to avoid scratches. Lightly rinse surfaces with clean water and allow it to dry.

Polyrattan

Use a lint-free cleaning cloth or a soft brush with warm water and a mild detergent. Finish 

by wiping down the surface with a dry cloth.

Powder-coated surface

Keep powder-coated surfaces clean and dry. Use a lint-free cleaning cloth or a soft brush 

with warm water and a mild detergent. Finish by wiping down the surface with a dry cloth.

Read more about care instructions on vipp.com.

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION ASSEMBLY GUIDE

Please follow the installation guide to ensure correct installation. 

 1. Remove all protective plastic bags.

2. Position all cushions and teak side table in the sofa frame.

PRODUCT DIMENSIONS

L. 246 cm / 96.9 in, D. 93 cm / 36.6 in, H. 80 cm / 31.5 in.

Seat height: 40 cm / 15.7 in.

246 cm / 96.9 in

80 cm
31.5 in

MAINTENANCE GUIDE

Daily use

We recommend caring for the sofa to ensure its long-lasting appeal and appearance. Keep the 

fabric clean and let any rain drain off the chair before using the chair. The cushions cover can 

be removed and washed at 40 degrees in a washing machine. Use a teak cleaner on the teak 

sofa plate. For the polyrattan use a lint-free cleaning cloth or a soft brush with warm water 

and a mild detergent. Finish by wiping down the surface with a dry cloth.

Protective cover

The protective cover is treated to resist water, oil, and dirt, functioning to protect the furniture. 

The cover is not recommended as a permanent cover for the sofa, as moisture may collect and 

lead to the formation of mold stains. 

Cushions and teak plate should be thoroughly dry before being covered for an extended period.

 

Please note that the cover is specially made for the sofa and therefore correct placement is 

needed. To increase the circulation of air and avoid the formation of condensation, the cover 

is not made to floor length. 

Never pack or fold covers that have become wet; instead, let them dry in a well-ventilated 

place. 

Use a soft cloth and warm water to clean the covers, using a gentle upholstery cleaner if nec-

essary. Rinse with clean water. Solvents are not suitable for cleaning the covers as these are 

aggressive to the surface and may cause damage and discoloration.

CARE INSTRUCTIONS


